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CPOC Realignment Data Collection
Please refer to the definition list here to see modifications made in track changes mode: http://goo.gl/XqGdf .
Each month is collected separately in this form. For example:please submit the information for each month for
July,August, and September separately. You will make 3 submissions total. This form is "always available", if you
want to enter data as it is completed, however CPOC will only be requesting it quarterly. Each item is collected by
month. These are not meant to be running totals or aggregate counts.
***For question 9(PRCS Completions) and 14(Mandatory Supervision Completions), these questions are meant to
capture completions of supervision. Since there is a range of terminology in counties, there were slight
modifications to the wording. Further, the completions categories for PRCS(Questions 3,4,5, and 6) are meant to
be subsets of 9 for PRCS completions, and 13/15 respectively. There is added language around which questions
are meant to be a subset of others.
Due dates are as follows, which have been moved up as to cause less conflict with other reporting due on the 1st
of each month:

April - June 2013: August 1
July-September 2013: November 1
October-December 2013: February 1
January-March 2014: May 1
Please email Kevin O'Connell (koconnell@cpoc.org) with question regarding definitions.
________

County *

Month of Report *
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Year of Report *
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/gform?key=0Am1uEFqXC0osdGRBS3htUWt4MjR1bnNRT1UxaVlqY1E&gridId=0#edit
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2012
2013

Who should be the primary contact for future data collection?
Please enter the email address. If you would like to specify someone other than the Chief to receive updates or
communications. (You only have to submit this once in the monthly form to have your name added)

Who can we contact if we have questions about the data entered?
Please enter the email address. (You only have to submit this once in the monthly form to have your name
added)
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Post Release Community Supervision

1. PRCS Offenders Released
Count of Post Release Community Supervision (PRCS) offenders released and accepted into your county
jurisdiction during the period. Include those transferred in before release, do not include those transferred out or
never appeared at probation.

2. PRCS Warrant-Before Supervision Started
Count of PRCS offenders who absconded or failed to appear and a warrant was issued before arriving at
probation during the period. A case can be counted as a PRCS warrant-before, and upon being accepted by
probation, be counted as a PRCS offender released. Do not include those with ICE holds or deportations where
a warrant was issued by probation before arrival.

3. PRCS Closures (6-12months)
This is a subset of question 9. Of the PRCS completions in the reporting month, Count of PRCS offenders who
were closed at Probation's discretion between 181 and 364 days for having no custodial violations during their
first 6-12 months of supervision. Do not include those who “timed out” due to parole violations, or became
deceased.

4. PRCS Closures First year
This is a subset of question 9. Of the PRCS completions in the reporting month, count of PRCS offenders who
were closed by operation of law at the year mark as they had no custodial violations in their first 12 months of
supervision. Do not include those who “timed out” due to parole violations, or became deceased.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/gform?key=0Am1uEFqXC0osdGRBS3htUWt4MjR1bnNRT1UxaVlqY1E&gridId=0#edit
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5. PRCS Closures 18 months
This is a subset of question 9. Of the PRCS completions in the reporting month, count of PRCS offenders who
were under supervision for more than 18 months.

6. PRCS Recidivism
This is a subset of question 9. Of the PRCS terminations or closures in the reporting month, count of offenders
who were convicted of a new felony law violation at some point in their term of supervision. The new law violation
could have happened at any point in their PRCS supervision, but only count those that “left” probation in the
reporting month.

7. Active Population Snapshot of PRCS cases
Snapshot number of Post Release Community Supervision (PRCS) offenders released to your county
jurisdiction that are being supervised, as of the last day of the reporting month. Include those on warrant status.

8. Active Population Snapshot of PRCS warrants -After Supervision Started
This is a subset of question 7. Snapshot number of PRCS offenders who absconded or failed to appear and a
warrant was issued after the person had been under supervision by probation, as of the last day of the reporting
month. This is a subset of the total active PRCS population.

9. PRCS Completions
Count of all PRCS offenders who completed PRCS in the reporting month with final statuses of terminated,
closed, deceased, jurisdiction expired, and discharged early.
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1170h Sentences

10. 1170h Jail Custody Only
Count of offenders sentenced to jail custody only pursuant to 1170(h)(5)(A)PC during the reporting month.

11. 1170h Split Sentences
Count of offenders sentenced to jail followed by mandatory supervision pursuant to 1170(h)(5)(B)PC during the
reporting month. Include those who were sentenced 1170(h)(5)(B) with no jail time imposed. (This question now
includes the former #12, which has been eliminated)

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/gform?key=0Am1uEFqXC0osdGRBS3htUWt4MjR1bnNRT1UxaVlqY1E&gridId=0#edit
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13. 1170(h)(5)(b) Felony recidivism
This is a subset of Question 14. Of the 1170h Split Sentence Mandatory Supervision terminations or closures in
the reporting month, count of offenders who were convicted of a new felony law violation at some point in their
term of supervision. The new law violation could have happened at any point in their mandatory supervision term
following release from jail, but only count those that "left" probation in the reporting month.

14. 1170(h)(5) (b) supervision completions
Count of 1170(h)(5)(b) split sentence Mandatory Supervision offenders who completed MS in the reporting month
with final statuses of terminated, expired, discharged early, revoked and sentenced to prison or county jail, or
terminated and sentenced to prison or county jail.

15. 1170(h)(5)(b) Unsuccessful completions
This is a subset of Question 14. Count of 1170h split sentence Mandatory Supervision offenders, who completed
mandatory supervision with final statuses of revoked and sentenced to prison or county jail, or; terminated and
sentenced to prison or county jail.

Context Variables

16. New Grants of Probation
Count of those placed on adult felony probation during the reporting month. This excludes PRCS and 1170h
(local prison) sentences.

12. Population snapshot of 1170h offenders
Snapshot number of 1170(h)(5)(B) PC sentenced offenders whose jail custody has ended and they are being
supervised by Probation as of the last day of the reporting month. Include those on warrant status.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/gform?key=0Am1uEFqXC0osdGRBS3htUWt4MjR1bnNRT1UxaVlqY1E&gridId=0#edit
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